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Ken Leonard, Director
ITS Joint Program Office
Ken.Leonard@dot.gov
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ITS Standards can make your life easier. Your procurements will go more smoothly and you’ll encourage competition, but only if you know how to write them into your specifications and test them. This module is one in a series that covers practical applications for acquiring and testing standards-based ITS systems.  I am Ken Leonard, director of the ITS Joint Program Office for USDOT and I want to welcome you to our newly redesigned ITS standards training program of which this module is a part. We are pleased to be working with our partner, the Institute of Transportation Engineers, to deliver this new approach to training that combines web-based modules with instructor interaction to bring the latest in ITS learning to busy professionals like yourself. This combined approach allows interested professionals to schedule training at your convenience, without the need to travel. After you complete this training, we hope that you will tell colleagues and customers about the latest ITS standards and encourage them to take advantage of the archived version of the webinars. ITS Standards training is one of the first offerings of our updated Professional Capacity Training Program. Through the PCB program, we prepare professionals to adopt proven and emerging ITS technologies that will make surface transportation safer, smarter, and greener, which improves livability for us all. You can find information on additional modules and training programs on our website www.pcb.its.dot.gov Please help us make even more improvements to our training modules through the evaluation process. We look forward to hearing your comments. Thank you again for participating and we hope you find this module helpful.
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Understanding User Needs for 

Electrical and Lighting Management Systems 
(ELMS) Based on NTCIP 1213 Standard v03
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
General Introduction to the Course Updated Module 26 which is A306a.Key Message: The purpose of this module is to introduce the National Transportation Communications for ITS Protocol (NTCIP) 1213 Standard v03 and help users to be able to specify systems and equipment that use NTCIP Electrical and Lighting Management Systems. In addition to the introduction, this module will focus on user needs for such systems
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Gridaptive Technologies
Pompano Beach, FL, USA
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bio: Jim Frazer possesses an in-depth knowledge of the commercial and industrial sales and marketing process as well as that of control system integration, networks, and protocols. He has proposed, engineered, and managed large commercial and governmental automation projects in the United States and Europe. He possesses an undergraduate degree in mechanical engineering and a master’s degree in business administration. Within the intelligent transportation systems domain, Jim continues to play a pivotal role in the development of the U.S. Department of Transportation’s ITS adaptive lighting standards, the U.S. Department of Energy’s "Smart Grid" standards being developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, and roadway lighting controls standards being developed by the Illuminating Society of North America.Jim currently chairs the U.S. DOT ITS NTCIP 1213 Electrical and Lighting Management Systems Working Group as well as the Illuminating Engineering Society’s Roadway Lighting Energy Management Committee.
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Understand the structure of the NTCIP 1213 v03 
Standard for Electrical and Lighting Management 

Systems (ELMS)

Identify specific ELMS user needs

Use the Protocol Requirements List (PRL) to select the 
user needs and trace them to requirements

Explain how to use the ELMS PRL table for the ELMS 
specification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review the previous learning objectives briefly and introduce the next objective
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Understand the structure of the 
NTCIP 1213 v03 Standard for 

Electrical and Lighting Management 
Systems (ELMS)



Purpose and Selection of the NTCIP 1213 v03 Standard

An ELMS is defined as a system or device that: 

 Senses and communicates near real-time data

 Focuses on electrical, lighting, Smart Grid, Connected 
Vehicle, and electric vehicle charging parameters 

 Uses the NTCIP protocol

What Is an ELMS?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message:  Within this learning objective we will be covering the following items:Purpose of the NTCIP 1213 v2 StandardWhat is the standard used for?Components/Structure What actually is in the standard? We will examine the Systems Engineering Process “V” diagram.



Purpose and Selection of the NTCIP 1213 v03 Standard

 User needs supported by the standard
▫ Example: Implement Roadway Lighting Plan based on 

Time Schedule

 Functional requirements supported by the standard
▫ Example: Control Roadway Lighting Levels based on 

Time of Day

 Supports interoperability
▫ Example: By providing standardized functionality with 

NTCIP, ITS, and Smart Grid systems

Why Should You Use an ELMS?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Introduce the relationship between user needs and functional requirements. State that a single design exists for each requirement. Introduce concept of interoperability. 
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Purpose and Selection of the NTCIP 1213 v03 Standard

 You’re the public works manager responsible for:
▫ Traffic signals
▫ Roadway lighting
▫ Other infrastructure 

 Users
▫ The finance director
▫ Field staff

 You need to:
▫ Deploy dimmable LED street lighting 
▫ Prepare for adaptive dynamic roadway lighting 

systems of the future
▫ Minimize ground fault injuries

ELMS Case Study – Anytown, USA
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:As the public works manager in a small city, you are responsible for traffic signals, roadway lighting, and related infrastructure. It’s a demanding job with many needs voiced by many users. As an example, your finance director keeps asking you to reduce energy usage, your field maintenance staff wants instant notification of power outages, and you’d like to deploy dimmable LED street lighting to beautify parts of the city, and to prepare for the adaptive dynamic roadway lighting systems of the future. More practically, you’ve heard stories of older or poorly maintained electrical equipment leading to injuries and even deaths caused by electrical leakage – you’d like to do what you can to prevent those occurrences too.



Purpose and Selection of the NTCIP 1213 v03 Standard

 Energy use must be controllable

 Power outages must be communicated in near real-time

 Dimmable LED lighting must be deployed

 Adaptive control of lighting using vehicular and pedestrian 
traffic information must be deployed

 Ground fault conditions must be communicated in near 
real-time to the Traffic Management Center (TMC)

User Needs of Anytown, USA
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:From these conversations, you create a list of the needs listed by your users. These include: Energy use must be controllable Power outages must be communicated in near real-time Dimmable LED lighting must be deployed Adaptive control of lighting based on vehicular and pedestrian traffic must be deployed Ground fault conditions must be communicated in near real-time



Purpose and Selection of the NTCIP 1213 v03 Standard

 You’ve reviewed ELMS standards-based solutions
 You consider ELMS-based solutions very promising 

You then ask yourself
 Can an ELMS system satisfy these five wide-ranging user 

needs?
 The answer is YES
 This course will provide the domain knowledge to achieve 

those goals

ELMS Case Study – Anytown, USA
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:An ELMS is defined as any system or device capable of sensing and communicating near real-time traffic parameters using NTCIP.The purpose of the NTCIP 1213 v02 Standard is to provide users with a method to specify the detailed communications requirements and specifications for an electrical and lighting management system using NTCIP and support the deployment of interoperable systems.ELMS is a very broad standard that supports adaptive roadway lighting, revenue grade power metering, ground fault detection, and much more.The student supplement includes links to various white papers and application stories for further review.



Purpose and Selection of the NTCIP 1213 v03 Standard

The NTCIP 1213 ELMS v03 Standard:

 User needs supported by the standard
▫ Example: Implement Roadway Lighting Plan based on 

Time Schedule

 Functional requirements supported by the standard
▫ Example: Control Roadway Lighting Levels based on 

Time of Day

 Supports interoperability
▫ Example: By providing standardized functionality with 

NTCIP, ITS, and Smart Grid systems

ELMS Case Study – Anytown, USA
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Focus on the purpose of the standard: Discuss purposes of the user needs supported by the standard, including Roadway Lighting Plan based on Time and/or Ambient Light Level Schedule Discuss purposes of the functional requirements supported by the standard Control Roadway Lighting Levels based on Time of Day, Ambient Light Level, etc. Reinforce that a single design is defined for each requirement Discuss the impact of interoperability By allowing plug and play functionality with other NTCIP, ITS, and Smart Grid systems A note on the 7 layer OSI interoperability model – The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model (ISO/IEC 7498-1) is a product of the Open Systems Interconnection effort at the International Organization for Standardization. It is a prescription for characterizing and standardizing the functions of a communications system in terms of abstraction layers. Similar communication functions are grouped into logical layers. A layer serves the layer above it and is served by the layer below it.For example, a layer that provides error-free communications across a network provides the path needed by applications above it, while it calls the next lower layer to send and receive packets that make up the contents of that path. As ELMS is an application layer standard, it describes interoperability at Layer 7 much like HTTP in a web browser.



What Is Different in v03 Compared to v02 and v01

 v01 was not published

 v02 was published in 2011; it includes support for:

▫ Lighting fixtures (luminaires)

▫ Branch circuits and electrical services

▫ Scheduling and logical grouping of the above

History of NTCIP 1213
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message:  Within this learning objective we will be covering the following items:Purpose of the NTCIP 1213 v2 StandardWhat is the standard used for.Components/Structure What actually is in the standard. We will examine the Systems Engineering Process “V” diagram.



What Is Different in v03 Compared to v02 and v01

 Support for connected vehicles, as well as connected 
pedestrians (and bicyclists) for safety as well as for the 
development of adaptive roadway applications

 Standardized communications protocols for electric vehicle 
charging stations, also known as Electric Vehicle Service 
Equipment (EVSEs) to create new revenue streams for 
local, state, and federal governments

v03 Supports All Features in v02 Plus
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
NTCIP 1213 v03 adds:a) Support for connected vehicles, as well as connected pedestrians (and bicyclists) for safety as well as for the development of adaptive roadway applicationsb) Standardized communications protocols for electric vehicle charging stations, also known as Electric Vehicle Service Equipment (EVSEs) to create new revenue streams for local, state, and federal governments.



What Is Different in v03 Compared to v02 and v01

 Electrical Demand Response support to facilitate greater 

integration to the intelligent electrical generation, distribution, and 

market efforts known informally as the “Smart Grid” 

 This includes support for bidirectional communications needed to 

support Automated Demand Response activities by electric 

utilities as well as renewable electric such as wind- and solar-

based photovoltaic distributed energy generation and storage

v03 Supports All Features in v02 Plus
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
c) Electrical Demand Response support to facilitate greater integration to the intelligent electrical generation, distribution, and market efforts known informally as the “Smart Grid.” This includes support for bidirectional communications needed to support Automated Demand Response activities by electric utilities as well as renewable electric such as wind- and solar-based photovoltaic distributed energy generation and storage.



Components of the Standard

 ConOps: Concept of Operations

 Functional Requirements

 Dialogs

 MIB: Management Information Base

 PRL: Protocol Requirements List

 RTM: Requirements Traceability Matrix

We Will Examine:

17

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message:  Components/Structure What actually is in the standard. 



Components of the Standard

We will discuss:

 Location of user needs and standards on “Vee” diagram 
Life Cycle Process

 The generic architecture model

User Needs and the Architecture
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message:  Within this learning objective we will be covering the following items:Purpose of the NTCIP 1213 v2 StandardWhat the standard is used forComponents/Structure What actually is in the standard We will examine the Systems Engineering Process “V” diagram



Components of the Standard

 Section 1: General

 Section 2: Concept of Operations

 Section 3: Functional Requirements

 Section 4: Dialog

 Section 5: Management Information Base

 Annex A: Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM)

 Annex B: Object Tree

 Annex C: Test Procedures

Sections within the Document
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This slide shows the table of contents for NTCIP 1213 so that the user can gain a familiarity of the overall flow of the standard. Remind the user that these sections are covered in A306a – through section 3. Sections 4,5 Annexes A & B are covered in A306b, and Annex C is covered in T306SCOPECommunication between an ITS Management Center or portable computer and an Electrical and Lighting Management System (ELMS) is accomplished by using the NTCIP Application Layer services to convey requests to access or modify values of ELMS data elements resident in the device via an NTCIP network.An NTCIP message consists of a specific Application Layer service and a set of data elements. An NTCIP message may be conveyed using any NTCIP defined class of service that has been specified to be compatible with the Simple Transportation Management Framework (STMF).Describe each of the bulleted items Concept of Operations (Section 2)—providing a description of user needs (needs for features and needs related to the operational environment) applicable to ELMS devices Requirements (Section 3)—defining the functional requirements that address the user needs identified in the Concept of Operations, and including a Protocol Requirements List (PRL) that defines conformance requirements, thereby allowing users to select the desired options for a particular project Dialog Specifications (Section 4)—describing how each functional requirement is fulfilled (the dialogs define the standardized procedure for a Traffic Management Center to exchange data with an ELMS device) MIB: (Section 5)—defining the data exchanged during communications; some of the definitions are included via reference to another standard. Requirements Traceability Matrix (Annex A)—providing a table that associates each requirement to a dialog, and its associated list of data Object Tree (Annex B)-- provides a graphical representation of the branch and tree structure for objects and the organization of the data defined in NTCIP 1213 v02 Test Procedures (Annex C)



Components of the Standard

 NTCIP (National Transportation Communications for ITS 
Protocols): a family of standards for the ITS industry

 Provides rules for communicating (called protocols)

 Provides the vocabulary (called objects) necessary to 
control and monitor ELMS field equipment such as:

▫ Roadway Lighting

▫ Ground Fault Equipment

▫ Revenue Grade Power Metering

Introduce Generic Architecture Model

20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Introductory description of the ELMS StandardDiscuss the definition of “objects” vs. “protocols”  in terms of “language rules” vs. “language vocabulary”NTCIP (National Transportation Communications for ITS Protocols): a family of standards for the ITS industry Provides rules for communicating (called protocols) Provides the vocabulary (called objects) necessary to control and monitor ELMS field equipment, such as: Roadway Lighting Ground Fault Equipment Revenue Grade Power Metering



Components of the Standard

New in v03:
Provides the vocabulary 
(called objects) necessary to 
control and monitor ELMS 
field equipment such as:

 Adaptive Lighting Systems 
 Smart Grid Demand 

Management Systems
 Electric Vehicle Chargers

Generic Architecture Model

21

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message:  New in v03: Provides the vocabulary (called objects) necessary to control and monitor ELMS field equipment such as: Adaptive Lighting Systems  Smart Grid Demand Management Systems Electric Vehicle Chargers



Components of the Standard

A family of standards for the ITS industry:

 Information profile standards are called “objects”

 Objects are aggregated in a data table known as a 
Management Information Base (MIB)

 Underlying communications standards are called 
“protocols”

 NTCIP 1213 is an Information Content Standard

NTCIP Family of Standards

22

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Information profile standards are called “objects” Objects are aggregated in a data table known as a Management Information Base (MIB) Underlying communications standards are called “protocols” NTCIP 1213 is an Information Content StandardELMS is a data dictionary standard. It is one of a series of data dictionary standards in the NTCIP12XX catalogue. Other NTCIP 12XX standards include Dynamic Message Signs, Traffic Signals, and Transportation Sensor Systems. Visit www.ntcip.org for more information.
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Smart Grid

Connected Vehicle

Adaptive Control

EV Charger

 Standardizes the 
communications interface

 Specifies the interface 
between the ELMS systems 
in the field and the host 
system

ELMS Management Station

Electrical Services

ELMS Device

Roadway Lighting

Power Metering

Power Quality

NTCIP

Ground Fault

Branch Circuits

Components of the Standard

What Is NTCIP 1213?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  describes physical architecture of a basic ELMS system Standardizes the communications interface Specifies the interface between the ELMS systems in the field and the host systemIntroduce the concepts of: ELMS Management Station – One or more host computing platforms that controls the field devices. NOTE: Management station(s) may be installed in a local Transportation Management Center (TMC), or can be field based. ELMS Device – A device, module, or piece of equipment that contains an SNMP Agent, and which is the interface between a component of an illumination system and the NTCIP communication system. The device may be integral to a component of the illumination system.Resource: Source of Graphics: Figure 1, Page 9, NTCIP 1213 Standard
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History of the ELMS NTCIP 1213 Standard

 NTCIP 1213 v01.03. February 2004 – Accepted as a User 
Comment Draft

 NTCIP 1213 v02.19. December 2005 – Accepted v02.19b 
as a Recommended Standard

 NTCIP 1213 v02.20. February 2011 – Published

 NTCIP 1213 v03 approved by NTCIP JC in May 2016

24

Components of the Standard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message:In 1992, the NEMA 3-TS Transportation Management Systems and Associated Control Devices Section began development of the NTCIP. The Transportation Section’s work was in response to user needs to include standardized systems communication in the NEMA TS 2 standard, Traffic Controller Assemblies. Under the guidance of the Federal Highway Administration’s NTCIP Steering Group, the NEMA effort was expanded to include the development of communications standards for all transportation field devices that could be used in an Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) network.  In September 1996, an agreement was executed among the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), ITE, and the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) to jointly develop, approve, and maintain the NTCIP standards. In 2002, the Joint Committee on the NTCIP accepted the invitation from Karl Burkett (Texas DOT) to transfer the initial work of an ad hoc committee of the Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA), and formed the NTCIP ELMS Working Group to further develop the control objects based on NTCIP. The NTCIP ELMS Working Group’s first meeting was in April 2003. NTCIP 1213 v02 development started in 2002 under funding provided by the FHWA. NTCIP 1213 v01.03.  February 2004—Accepted as a User Comment Draft by the Joint Committeeon the NTCIP.  March 2004—NTCIP Standards Bulletin B0090 distributed for user comment.   NTCIP 1213 v02. The ELMS Working Group incremented the major version number to indicate the substantial reorganization of content. Version v01 never advanced beyond the User Comment Draft stage.  NTCIP 1213 v02.19. December 2005—Accepted v02.19b as a Recommended Standard by the Joint Committee on the NTCIP.  December 2006—NTCIP Standards Bulletin B0111 referred v02.19d for balloting. Approved by AASHTO in July 2008, approved by ITE in March 2008, and approved by NEMA in June 2007. NTCIP 1213 v02.20. June 2010—Began editing publication. July 2010—discussed proposals for alternative MIB object definitions (astronomical clock);  November 2010—incorporated compilable alternative MIB object definitions and polled the NTCIP ELMS Working Group for approval.  NTCIP 1213 v02.20. December 2010—removed direct references to NTCIP 1103 v02 for trap support; addressed astronomical clock feature in supplied MIB modifications in Annex B. February 2011—completed editing and publication.
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Which of the following statements is true?

a) NTCIP 1213 is an Information Content standard

b) NTCIP 1213 is an Application Level standard

c) NTCIP 1213 is a Transport Level standard

d) NTCIP 1213 is a Plant Level standard

Answer Choices

Question

26



Review of Answers

a) NTCIP 1213 is an Information Content standard

Correct, because NTCIP 1213 addresses the 
Information Level of interoperability.

b) NTCIP 1213 is an Application Level standard

Incorrect, because NTCIP 1213 does not address the 
Application Level.

c) NTCIP 1213 is a Transport Level standard

Incorrect, because NTCIP 1213 does not address the 
Transport Level.

d) NTCIP 1213 is a Plant Level standard

Incorrect, because NTCIP 1213 does not address the 
Plant Level. 27
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
a) NTCIP 1213 is an Information Content standardChoice A is correct because NTCIP 1213 addresses the Information Level of interoperability. This level contains standards for the data elements, objects, and messages to be transmitted, for example, TCIP, NTCIP 1200 series Standards Publications, MS/ETMCC.b) NTCIP 1213 is an Application Level standardChoice B is incorrect because NTCIP 1213 does not address the Application Level. This level contains standards for the data packet structure and session management, for example, SNMP, STMP, DATEXASN,CORBA, FTP.c) NTCIP 1213 is a Transport Level standardChoice C is incorrect because NTCIP 1213 does not address the Transport Level. This level contains standards for data packet subdivision, packet reassembly, and routing when needed, for example, TCP, UDP, IP.d) NTCIP 1213 is a Plant Level standardChoice D is incorrect because NTCIP 1213 does not address the Plant Level. The Plant level consists of the physical transmission media used for communications, for example, copper wire, coaxial cable, fiber optic cable, wireless. It should be noted that the plant level is an infrastructure choice and not a standards selection choice. However, the plant level selection will have an impact on the subnetwork level selection to which it must interface.
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Major Benefits of ELMS NTCIP 1213

 Defines user needs supported by the standard, for 
example:

 Monitor the Status of the ELMS Luminaire Switch 
Status Message

 Defines functional requirements supported by the ELMS 
standard, for example: 

 Monitor the ELMS Luminaire Current Status 
Message

 Requirements are traced to the user need “monitor the 
status of the ELMS message”

Components of the Standard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  The example User Need, “Monitor the Status of the ELMS Luminaire Switch Status Message,” is one of many User Needs supported by the standard. The example Functional Requirement, “Monitor the ELMS Luminaire Current Status Message,” is one of many Functional Requirements supported by the standard. Comment upon the interrelationship of this User Need and Functional Requirement. Continue discussion of the relationship between user needs and functional requirements. State examples of ELMS user needs and requirements. Restate that a single design exists for each requirement. Continue discussion of interoperability with other ELMS, Smart Grid, and Vehicle to Infrastructure communications systems.
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Advantages of ELMS NTCIP 1213

Enables solutions that are:

 Easier to use

 Easier to specify

 Easier to test 

29

Components of the Standard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Additional advantages of NTCIP 1213 ELMS Easier to use  Agencies and specification writers can easily determine what ELMS user needs and requirements the standard supports Easier to specify  Agencies and specification writers can easily specify their ELMS requirements for the proposed implementation by selecting user needs and dependent requirements Easier to test  Based on the ELMS requirements selected, the standard provides the definition of the design; thus, agencies can consistently test for conformance, if accompanied by validating test procedures.Discuss sequence of:Determining Project NeedsWriting a SpecificationDeveloping a Test Plan
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Advantages of SEP and ELMS NTCIP 1213

 Supports off-the-shelf interoperability 

 Based on the requirements, the standard specifies the 
design, ensuring consistency between implementations

 Provides standardized user needs, requirements, and 
design content to fully support project engineering 
activities using the Systems Engineering Process (SEP)

30

Components of the Standard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  Further advantages of NTCIP 1213 ELMSIntroduce the Systems Engineering ProcessCommunicate the interrelation of user needs and requirementsThe systems engineering process is an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the realization of successful systems. It focuses on defining customer needs and required functionality early in the development cycle, documenting requirements, and then proceeding with design synthesis and system validation.A systems engineering process is a process for applying systems engineering techniques to the development of all kinds of systems. Systems engineering processes are related to the stages in a system life cycle. The systems engineering process usually begins at an early stage of the system life cycle and at the very beginning of a project.These standardized user needs and requirements allow creation of project specific design content that allow specifiers to “drop in” these requirements into a project specification.



User Needs

Requirements allow 
Comprehensive System 
Verification and 
Deployment

User Needs allow 
System Validation

Requirements

SEP “V” Model

ELMS NTCIP 1213 and the SE Life Cycle

Components of the Standard 

3131

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss the  sequence and interdependence of User Needs, Functional Requirements, Verification, Deployment, and Validation
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a) Supports interoperability

b) Allows multiple designs for each requirement

c) Allows clear development of test procedures based on 
the requirements selected

d) Determines what user needs are supported

Which of the following is not an advantage of 
using the systems engineering process for the 
ELMS NTCIP 1213 standard?

Answer Choices

Question

33
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a) Supports interoperability

True. NTCIP 1213 SEP process supports the Information 
Level of interoperability

b) Allows multiple designs for each requirement

False. NTCIP 1213 does define a unique design for 
each requirement 

c)   Allows clear development of test procedures based on the 
requirements selected 

True. NTCIP 1213 describes clear test procedures

d)   Determines what user needs are supported

True. NTCIP 1213 determines the user needs to be 
supported

Review of Answers

34
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Confirming student receipt of ELMS advantagesa) Supports interoperability      This statement is an advantage. NTCIP 1213 SEP process supports the Information Level of interoperability.b) Allows multiple designs for each requirement      This statement is not an advantage. NTCIP 1213 does define a unique design for each requirement .c) Allows clear development of test procedures based on the requirements selected       This statement is an advantage. NTCIP 1213  does describe clear test procedures.d) Determines what user needs are supported      This statement is also an advantage. NTCIP 1213 determines the user needs to be supported.
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Understand the structure of the NTCIP 1213 v03 
Standard for Electrical and Lighting Management 

Systems (ELMS)

Identify specific ELMS user needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review the previous learning objectives briefly and introduce the next objective



Identify Specific ELMS User 
Needs

36
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An Actual ELMS Case Study – Minneapolis, MN

User Needs

During a downtown reconstruction 
project, these user needs were identified:

 Lighting system attributes must be 
monitored

 Ground fault conditions must be 
communicated in near real-time

 Selected lighting fixtures must be 
turned off during nonpeak periods

Image © 2017 Jim Frazer

What Are You Trying to Do as ELMS? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:The following three slides describe three application examples from around the United States During a downtown reconstruction project, these user needs were identified: Lighting system attributes must be monitored. Ground fault conditions must be communicated in near real-time. Selected lighting fixtures must be turned off during non-peak periods.



ELMS Case Study – Minneapolis, MN

Results

 Roadway lighting system 
attributes are monitored

 Ground fault conditions are 
communicated in near real-time

 Selected lighting fixtures are 
turned off during nonpeak periods

Image © 2016 Gridaptive Technologies

What Are You Trying to Do as ELMS? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Results Roadway lighting system attributes are monitored Ground fault conditions are communicated in near real-time. Selected lighting fixtures are turned off during nonpeak periodsA white paper describing this application is included in the Student Supplement



ELMS Case Study – Miami-Dade County, FL

User Needs

Due to severe and fatal injuries of 
people and animals, these user 
needs were recognized:

 Ground fault conditions must be 
communicated in near real-time

 Data must be logged
 Reports of alarms must be 

generated
Image © 2017 Jim Frazer

What Are You Trying to Do as ELMS? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:User Needs Due to severe and fatal injuries of people and animals, these user needs were recognized: Ground fault conditions must be communicated in near real-time. Data must be logged Reports of alarms must be generated



ELMS Case Study – Miami-Dade County, FL

Results

 Ground fault conditions are 
communicated in near real-time
 Data are logged
 Reports of alarms are generated

Image © 2017 Jim Frazer

What Are You Trying to Do as ELMS? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Results Ground fault conditions are communicated in near real-time. Data are logged Reports of alarms are generatedTrade articles referencing this application are included in the Student Supplement



ELMS Case Study – Route 520 WSDOT

User Needs

During the Route 520 tunnel and 
bridge project from Seattle to 
Bellevue, these user needs were 
identified:

 Energy use must be controlled
 Power outages must be 

communicated in near real-time
 Adaptive control of lighting based 

on ambient light levels must be 
deployed

Image © 2012 Gridaptive Technologies

What Are You Trying to Do as ELMS? 

642
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:User Needs During a tunnel and bridge reconstruction project, these user needs were identified:  Energy use must be controlled Power outages must be communicated in near real-time Adaptive control of lighting based on ambient light levels must be deployed.



ELMS Case Study – Washington State DOT

Results

 Energy use is controlled
 Power outages are 

communicated in near real-time
 Adaptive control of lighting 

based on ambient light levels is 
deployed

Image © 2012 Gridaptive Technologies

What Are You Trying to Do as ELMS? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Results Energy use is controlled Power outages are communicated in near real-time Adaptive control of lighting based on ambient light levels is deployed



ELMS NTCIP 1213 Concept of Operations

What is the Concept of Operations?

 Focus is on a system and its users
 Time frame is the life cycle of the system
 Defines the user needs supported by the standard
 Provides an operational context for the system

What Are You Trying to Do as ELMS? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Here we get into the details of the concept of operations. We will define ELMS terms and concepts. Then we will discuss the user needs for the NTCIP 1213 Standard. The user needs in this standard are expressed as “Features” of a system.



Primary Uses of ELMS NTCIP 1213 Systems

ELMS is used for control and monitoring of:

 Roadway lighting, including scheduling and zoning
 Safety: electrical leakage anomalies
 Revenue grade power metering, i.e., “billable” metering
 Integration with other systems including:

 Vehicle to Grid Infrastructure
 The electrical distribution network (The Smart Grid)
 Electric vehicle charging infrastructure, traffic signal 

power usage, DMS power usage, etc.

What Are You Trying to Do as ELMS? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  This slide identifies the primary uses of ELMS data as defined in NTCIP 1213.ELMS V2.20b uses comprise three distinct application areas internal to the field-installed electrical infrastructure.These include: Monitoring and control of roadway lighting infrastructure including control of dimming, monitoring junction temperature of LED fixtures, and grouping luminaires into logical zones and applying schedules to those zones. Monitoring and control of dangerous electrical faults including ground fault leakage detection and arc fault issues. Monitoring and control of billable energy usage as well as power anomalies such as low and high voltage.



What Is a User Need?

Describes the major capability provided by a system to 
satisfy an operational need

A system should not be procured or built without knowing 
what it is expected to do, such as:

 Control roadway lighting
 Monitor ground fault conditions
 Monitor electrical power usage

What Are You Trying to Do as ELMS? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Describes the major capability provided by a system to satisfy an operational need  These ELMS needs include: Roadway lighting Safety Revenue grade power metering and power quality data Integration with other systems Vehicle to Grid Infrastructure for adaptive lighting The electrical distribution network (the Smart Grid) Electric vehicle charging infrastructure, traffic signal power usage, DMS power usage, etc.User Needs describes the needs of the user that the system is intended to meet.User Needs are one of the main design inputs for the System Requirements. Sometimes the two get confused or merged into one, and it's useful to distinguish between them.User Needs are the basis of agreement amongst your team on what the thing you are building is supposed to do. A project team with no User Needs document most probably also lacks agreement on what the exact purpose of the product is, and this is a major reason why projects fail.



Who and What Can Generate User Needs?

User Needs describe the major capability provided by a 
system to satisfy an operational need

 People have User Needs
 Travelers
 TMC Operators
 Maintenance Personnel

 In some contexts, a system may generate User Needs:
"the management station may need to modify operational 
parameters..."

What Are You Trying to Do as ELMS? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Describe who and what may develop user needsIn order to develop user needs, go beyond internal and external experts to get information from users. Focus groups of current and potential users can provide useful insight and feedback about system attributes. Reach out to other groups that represent current or potential users.  A needs assessment engages users in the target audience not only in developing and testing a project’s specification, but also in becoming faithful users of the solution.  A variety of techniques, such as surveys, focus groups, and feedback from advisory and interested community groups, can provide useful information for determining user needs.



ELMS NTCIP 1213 User Needs 

ELMS Problem Statement

 Need to manage generic information (e.g., device ID) 

 Need to detect/sense device information from sensors in 
the field 

 Need to control field sensor attributes

 Need to integrate to other ELMS systems, and other 
communications platforms

What Are You Trying to Do as ELMS? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Expand upon the ELMS Problem Statement by examining identification of devices, as well as attributes and functions internal to devices.Detailed Problem StatementAn ELMS is defined as any system that is able to automatically control and manage roadside electrical and lighting devices using NTCIP. In general, an ELMS is composed of a set of field devices (luminaires, electric circuits, etc.) that are controlled by one or more management stations (computing platforms). Some of the key concerns for transportation agencies that may be addressed by implementing an ELMS are:a) Citizen and maintenance personnel safety—reducing the potential for electrical shock hazards to citizens through automated detection of electrical and lighting equipment faultsb) Light pollution/trespass regulatory compliance—conforming to national/state/local laws, regulations, and voluntary programs on light pollution and light trespass reduction to improve citizens’ quality of lifec) Operations and maintenance—reducing resources used to monitor roadside electrical and lighting devices through remote detection of equipment failures, and also allow the ability to improve relampingd) Energy utilization—optimizing energy consumption of electrical and lighting devices through automated monitoring and control of devicese) Homeland security/incident/event management—providing flexible and timely control of roadside electrical and lighting devices to assist law enforcement officials in homeland security and/or specific incident or event management operationsf) Safety coordination—implementing coordinated lighting plans to improve safety



NTCIP 1213 Scope

Simple 
Architecture
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Source: Figure 1, Page 9, NTCIP 1213 Standard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  This graphic describes an ELMS that supports only proprietary terminal devices. Notice that the luminaire, electrical service, and branch circuit do not communicate using NTCIP. In this case the ELMS device translates proprietary protocols into standardized ELMS objects. The Management Station is connected to the data aggregator ELMS device This connection is the subject of the NTCIP standards.  The ELMS itself communicates with multiple terminal components, including: Lighting controllers Ground fault interrupters Revenue grade electric meters Electric vehicle chargers Smart Grid demand response connectivity Connected vehicle and connected pedestrian connectivity This is depicted in the graphic This graphic depicts the connections among various ELMS components. The Management Station is connected to the data aggregator ELMS device, and this connection is the subject of the NTCIP standards. The ELMS itself communicates with multiple terminal components, which may include various sensors, including lighting controllers, ground fault interrupters, and revenue grade electric meters. 



Alternate Architecture: ELMS within a Luminaire

Source:  Figure 1 , Page 9, NTCIP 1213 Standard
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Presentation Notes
Key Message:  The graphic of an alternate ELMS architecture depicts the connections among various ELMS components. is It describes an ELMS device resident within a roadway luminaire. Similarly, ELMS can reside within any of the listed terminal devices – electric vehicle chargers, meters, etc.This graphic depicts the connections among various ELMS components. The Management Station is connected to the data aggregator ELMS device, and this connection is the subject of the NTCIP standards. The ELMS itself communicates with multiple terminal components, which may include various sensors, including lighting controllers, ground fault interrupters, and revenue grade electric meters. Describe how multiple ELMS Devices can communicate with multiple ELMS management stations.Graphical and textual messaging regarding scope, i.e., power, lighting, and safety.Source of Graphics: Figure 1 , Page 9, NTCIP 1213 Standard



Alternate Architectures – Logical Zoning
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This graphic describes logical zones resident within an ELMS device. Zones and/or hierarchies of zones may be defined. Individual ELMS devices may be assigned to one or more logical zones. Definition and management of relative priorities of zone-based operations can be configured. Reporting of summarized device status can be configured. Each of the above is expected to be performed on the management station, and not through the ELMS device interface.This graphic depicts the connections among various ELMS components. The Management Station is connected to the data aggregator ELMS device, and this connection is the subject of the NTCIP standards. The ELMS itself communicates with multiple terminal components, which may include various sensors, including lighting controllers, ground fault interrupters, and revenue grade electric meters. Introduce concept of logical “zones” as a second alternate architecture.Zones can group terminal devices for more efficient communications and functionalities.Source of Graphics: Figure 1 , Page 9, NTCIP 1213 Standard



ELMS NTCIP 1213 User Needs in Detail 

 Section 2.5 describes the major user needs that are 
related to the definition of the interface between the 
management station and an ELMS field device 

 The user needs are considered to be the “high level” 
capabilities for NTCIP 1213 v03, and form the basis for 
defining the detailed functional requirements of the 
interface

What Are You Trying to Do as ELMS? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Introduce Section 2 in general and Section 2.4 in particular.Describe how user needs are encapsulated in the definition of the ELMS software interface. Introduce traceability between user needs and functional requirementsDescribe how user needs are the underlying basis for the detailed functional requirementsUser needs are the deliverable that drives use of Functional Requirements    A requirement is a description of a condition or capability to which a system is obligated to conform; either derived directly from user needs, or stated in a contract, standard, specification, or other imposed document. A desired feature, property, or behavior of a system.



ELMS NTCIP 1213 User Needs in Detail 

The user needs are organized as follows:

 Operational—defining the basic modes of operation for 
communication between the management station and 
field devices

 Features—describing essential data communication 
functions and message elements to be supported by the 
interface

What Are You Trying to Do as ELMS? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Operational—defining the basic modes of operation for communication between the management station and field devices Providing Live data, and Offline Logged data are two such Operational Needs This includes support of “Get” data, and “Set” data logical operations Features—describing essential data communication functions and message elements to be supported by the interface defined as a “behavior” of an ELMS device.



ELMS NTCIP 1213 Operational User Needs 

Provide Live Data (mandatory)

2.5.1.1 Provide Live Data

One operational environment allows the management system 
to monitor and control the device by issuing requests (e.g., 
requests to access information, alter information, or control 
the device). In this environment, the device responds to 
requests from the management station immediately (e.g., 
through the provision of live data, success/failure notice of 
information alteration, or success/failure of the command).

What Are You Trying to Do as ELMS? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: “Live data” is defined as a specific operational network configuration between the management station and the ELMS device where the information exchange can be performed without the need for initiating and terminating a physical network connection between the management station and ELMS device. NOTE: From a network perspective, this configuration is an ‘always on’ connection, where the management station has access to the “current” information available in the ELMS device.This provision of live data is important to a user because it provides for the most basic means for requesting data or commanding actions. The NTCIP design provides for three basic commands to fulfill this user need: GET, SET, and GET-NEXT. This user need is mandatory for all NTCIP 1213 deployments.Source of Graphic:  ITENeed Graphic Permission? No



ELMS NTCIP 1213 Operational User Needs 

Provide Off-Line Logged Data

2.5.1.2 Provide Off-Line Log Data

Some operational environments do not have always-on 
connections (e.g., dial-up links). In such environments, a 
transportation system operator may wish to define conditions 
under which data are placed into a log, which can then be 
uploaded at a later time. For example, the operator may wish 
to manage the ELMS device so that it autonomously 
maintains a log of whenever a specific luminaire is turned on 
or off.

What Are You Trying to Do as ELMS? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message:   Addressing operational environments without always-on connections (e.g., dial-up locations) Define conditions to place data into a log Logging is important for situations without communications or when recording field informationThis slide explains that the standard allows data to be collected over time and stored in a log for later retrieval. This data can include sensor data as well as any data managed by the system (e.g., each timing plan change). This user need is mandatory.“Logged data” is defined as a specific operational network configuration between the management station and the ELMS device, where the management station is required to execute a procedure for establishing a physical connection between the management station and the ELMS device prior to being able to exchange data with the ELMS device. NOTE: In this configuration, information generated by the ELMS device, which is expected to be retrieved by the management station, is stored external to management station until such time as the management station initiates the network connection to access the stored (logged) data from the ELMS device.



ELMS NTCIP 1213 Features

Relate to the informational needs of the users –
control, monitor, and manage:

 Electrical power, metering
 Electrical safety/ground faults
 Electric vehicle charging
 Smart Grid demand management operations
 Connected vehicle driven adaptive lighting
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Describe three major categories of ELMS features. Manage Roadway Lighting Power Current Voltage Dim level Run time (hour meter) LED junction temperature Alarms  Manage Electrical Power  Voltage, current, power Frequency Run time AlarmsManage Electrical Safety Ground fault detection Arc fault detectionMore information and definitions  can be found in the Student Supplement, in particular the glossary, the PRL table, and the included white papers.



ELMS NTCIP 1213 Features

Managing Roadway Lighting includes several 
subneeds:

 Implement Lighting Plan Based on Ambient Light Level 
 Implement Lighting Plan Based on Time Base Schedule
 Create Zone 
 Configure Zone
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Manage Roadway Lighting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Implement Lighting Plan Based on Ambient Light Level – Off-road lighting trespass, full moon, or new moon can impact ambient light levels and allow the ELMS to alter lighting levels Implement Lighting Plan Based on Time Base Schedule. Business districts may choose to alter lighting levels when businesses are open  A schedule is a mechanism by which an operator can define times in the future atwhich the luminaire performs actions. Zones:  A logical grouping of luminaires and/or circuits; used for control and reporting purposes Create Zone – To implement the above, lighting fixtures can be grouped into zones for sections of the highway or for downtown business districts Configure Zone –  Configuring a zone is placing individual lighting fixtures into a particular zone



ELMS NTCIP 1213 Features

Managing Roadway Lighting includes several subneeds:

 Configure Schedule
 Apply Schedule to Zone
 Configure Roadway Lighting Dim Level
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Manage Roadway Lighting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message:  Configure Schedule – Configuring a schedule includes choosing dates and times of day for initiation of system inputs Schedule can include ambient light level as a logical input Schedule can also include astronomical clock functions (where latitude, longitude, and day of year inputs provide sunrise and sunset time) Apply Schedule to Zone – Applying a schedule to a zone allows group scheduling, by ambient light or time-based schedule  Configure Roadway Lighting Dim Level – Roadway lighting can be dimmed according to a schedule as well



Manage Roadway Lighting

Managing Roadway Lighting also includes luminaire 
subneeds:

 Configuration of Luminaire Switch State Logging
 Configuration of Luminaire Lamp Condition Logging
 Configuration of Luminaire Burn Condition Logging
 Configuration of Luminaire Pole Condition Logging
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ELMS NTCIP 1213 Features

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Introduce logging Logging is the process of recording ELMS data in an ELMS file for later review. Any ELMS attribute can be logged on a variable time base.  Parameters typically logged in an ELMS installation include: Energy usage may be recorded nightly – on a 24-hour basis Pole knockdown status may be reported on a shorter time basis Junction temperature of an LED roadway luminaire can be logged hourly or upon change of commanded state



Manage Roadway Lighting

Managing Roadway Lighting also includes luminaire 
subneeds:

 Configuration of Luminaire Switch State 
 Configuration of Luminaire Identification
 Configuration of Luminaire Dim Level
 Control of Luminaire
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Luminaires are configured for various modes of operation, including definition of identity, light-activated operation, or scheduled operation. Configuration of Luminaire Switch State  Light-activated or scheduled operation Configuration of Luminaire Identification Changing the unique ID Configuration of Luminaire Dim Level Either as a fixed setting – 70%, for example Or dynamically as part on an integrated adaptive lighting system Control of Luminaire On, off, dim, by zone, schedule, ambient light etc.



Manage Electrical Power

Managing Electrical Power includes several subneeds:

 Configure and Monitor Power Meter Switch State
 Configure and Monitor Power Meter Switch State 

Logging
 Configure and Monitor Power Meter Condition Logging
 Configure and Monitor Power Meter Periodic 

Measurement Logging
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ELMS NTCIP 1213 Features

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: The power meter possesses multiple configuration options, including switch state (on or off), as well as monitoring of power meter attributes (logging) Is the meter on or off? Do you want to log when the meter switches on or off? Do you want to log the condition of the meter? How often do you want to record or log energy usage information?



Manage Electrical Safety

Managing Electrical Safety includes several subneeds:

 Configure and Monitor Ground Fault Switch State Logging
 Configure and Monitor Periodic Ground Fault 

Measurement Logging
 Configure and Monitor Electrical Service
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Similarly to power meter configuration, the ground fault attributes can be configured, controlled, and monitored. Ground fault alarm levels can be configured, monitored, and logged Ground fault levels can be monitored in real-time Electrical services can be configured, monitored, and controlled



Manage Electrical Safety

Managing Electrical Safety includes several additional 
subneeds:

 Configure and Monitor Circuit
 Monitor Circuit Breaker
 Monitor Arc Fault Status
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  Circuits, circuit breakers, and arc fault sensors can be configured, monitored, and controlledAlarms can be enabled, attributes can be logged and real-time values can be reportedExamples include: Has the breaker tripped? What is the current draw through the breaker? Has a breaker alarm been activated?



Manage Electric Vehicle (EV) Charging

A management station may need to retrieve information 
from the ELMS device, such as:

 Electric Vehicle Charger Ground Fault Current Status
 Electric Vehicle Charger Charge Current
 Electric Vehicle Charger Proximity Resistance
 Electric Vehicle Charger Temperature
 Electric Vehicle Charger Activation
 Electric Vehicle Charger Operational Status

ELMS NTCIP 1213 Features 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  EV chargers can be comprehensively managed and controlled in near real-time. This allows cities, counties, and states to generate EV charging revenue by using these data to create a revenue stream.



Manage Smart Grid Demand Management

A management station may need to retrieve 
information from the ELMS device, such as

 Electricity Price
 Energy Price
 Demand Charge
 Bid Price
 Bid Load
 Bid Energy

 Load Dispatch
 Load Control Capacity
 Load Control Offset
 Load Control Setpoints
 Load Control Percent Offset
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  True Automated Demand Response is supported by this group of features. Thus, upon a price signal from the utility, lighting levels can be lowered or raised.



Manage Connected Vehicle Support

A management station may need to configure objects 
within the ELMS device, such as:

 Connected Vehicle Speed Setpoint

 Connected Vehicle Direction Setpoint

 Connected Vehicle Location Setpoint

 Connected Vehicle Ambient Light Level Setpoint

 Connected Vehicle Headlight Status Setpoint

 Connected Vehicle Road Friction Setpoint
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  Connected Vehicle, Connected Pedestrian and Connected Bicyclist attributes can be configured so that a true adaptive lighting plan can be implemented. An adaptive lighting plan uses the speed, direction, location, and other objects from users to alter the lighting levels.
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a) Need to inform TMC manager of electrical leakage

b) Need to control traffic flow at an intersection

c) Need to inform TMC manager of energy usage

d) Need to control lighting levels by dimming

Which of the following user needs cannot be 
satisfied by an ELMS system?

Answer Choices

Question
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a) Need to inform TMC manager of electrical leakage
Incorrect. NTCIP 1213 supports the communications of 
electrical leakage information

b)   Need to control traffic flow at an intersection
Correct. NTCIP 1213 does not support traffic flow

c)   Need to inform TMC manager of energy usage
Incorrect. NTCIP 1213 supports the communications of 
energy usage information

d)  Need to control lighting levels by dimming.
Incorrect. NTCIP 1213 supports the communications of 
dimming information

Review of Answers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Confirming student receipt of ELMS advantages a)   Need to inform TMC manager of electrical leakage      Choice A is true. NTCIP 1213 supports the communications of electrical leakage informationb)   Need to control traffic flow at an intersection      Choice B is false. NTCIP 1213 does not support traffic flowc)   Need to inform TMC manager of energy usage      Choice C is true. NTCIP 1213 supports the communications of energy usage informationd)  Need to control lighting levels by dimming.     Choice D is true, as NTCIP 1213 supports the communications of dimming information



70

Understand the structure of the NTCIP 1213 v03 
Standard for Electrical and Lighting Management 

Systems (ELMS)

Identify specific ELMS user needs

Use the Protocol Requirements List (PRL) to select the 
user needs and trace them to requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review the previous learning objectives briefly and introduce the next objective



Use the Protocol Requirements List 
(PRL) to select the user needs 

and trace them to requirements
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 Understand the parts of the PRL

 Use the PRL as a tool for project-specific implementations

 Reduce the risk of failure

Requirements to Be Implemented in a Project-Specific 
Implementation
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PRL as a Tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message:   We will begin examining the PRL. The PRL is a table that is a tool included in the standard for use by the system developers, agency specifiers, and producers of ELMS equipment. It is found in Section 3, Requirements, of the Standard. We will step through the structure and components of the PRL. We will discuss tailoring the PRL for use in specifications.  We will discuss reducing risk by having interoperable and interchangeable ELMS equipment on a system.



ELMS NTCIP 1213 Functional Requirements

Section 3 of the ELMS standard defines the requirements 
based on the user needs identified in Section 2, and the 
interrelationship of user needs and functional 
requirements.

 Protocol Requirements List (PRL)
 Operational environment requirements
 Functional requirements
 Supplemental requirements

Requirements to Be Implemented in a Project-Specific 
Implementation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Section 3 of the ELMS standard defines the requirements based on the user needs identified in Section 2, and the interrelationship of user needs and functional requirements. Introducing Functional Requirements and the PRLThree types of requirements are resident within the PRLUser needs drive all requirements whether operational, functional, or supplementalIn the next few slides we’ll examine these three types of requirements in detail



Purpose of the ELMS Protocol Requirements List

The PRL’s purpose is:

 To be a table that maps the user needs to the requirements
 Must be part of the agency’s specification
 References the standard to define the communication 

interface
 Designed to help define what you want the interface to do
 Used to identify what requirements will be selected to   

address a specific set of user needs.

Requirements to Be Implemented in a Project-Specific 
Implementation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: This slide describes the purpose of the PRL. The PRL table should be used as part of an agency specification.	By determining user needs and tracing them to requirements a specification is developed	 The PRL defines the communications interface	The PRL defines the protocol and the logical object	Objects are define as Mandatory or Optional The PRL helps define what the interface is required to do in your particular project	Your user needs drive the definition of the interface through the selection of dependent objects (requirements)



Requirements to Be Implemented in a Project-Specific 
Implementation
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Purpose of the ELMS Protocol Requirements List

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Locating  UN ID, UN, FR ID, FR, Conformance, and PR within graphic The ELMS Protocol Requirements List is composed of seven vertical columns. As you develop your project, you will work with the columns from left to right. The first two are related to user needs, columns three and four describe functional requirements.  Column five describes conformance, while columns six and seven describe project requirements.The complete PRL table is listed in the Student Supplement



ELMS User Needs in the PRL

Requirements to Be Implemented in a Project-Specific 
Implementation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: This slide starts to explain the layout of the PRL table by locating the User Need ID and Textual Description 1st line contains headings of PRL table 2nd line contains a user need 1st column shows the user need section number 2nd column shows the user need title Source of Graphics: NTCIP 1213Need Graphic Permission? No



ELMS Functional Requirements in the PRL

Requirements to Be Implemented in a Project-Specific 
Implementation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: This slide starts to explain the layout of the PRL table.Focus upon the functional requirements section of the PRLHow to use the PRL 3rd column shows the functional requirement section number 4th column shows the functional requirement titleNotice the requirement under and related to user need 2.4.1.2.1, “Luminaire Switch State Log”Notice the requirement under and related to user need 2.4.1.2.2, “Luminaire Lamp Condition Log”Notice the requirement under and related to user need 2.4.1.2.3, “Luminaire Burn Condition Log”



ELMS Conformance in the PRL

Requirements to Be Implemented in a Project-Specific 
Implementation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: This slide starts to explain the layout of the PRL table.Column 5 defines conformance, indicating which of the items (i.e., user needs and requirements) are: Mandatory,  Conditional, or  OptionalFocus upon column 5, “Conformance”Note the choices of M – Mandatory or O – Optional in the columnThese requirements are conditional upon the conformance of the user need. Thus, if user need is chosen to be required for a particular project, the dependent functional requirements must also be supported in the project.



ELMS Project Requirements in the PRL

Requirements to Be Implemented in a Project-Specific 
Implementation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Graphical focus on Project RequirementsColumn 6, “Support,” defines whether these features and user needs are requirements for the projectNote choices of Yes/No for requirements that are defined as Optional in the Conformance columnThese requirements are conditional upon the conformance of the user need. Thus, if user need 2.5.1.2 is chosen to be required for a particular project, the dependent functional requirements must also be supported in the project column.



Other User Needs Not in the PRL

Other Operational Needs:
User Needs Not Supported by NTCIP 1213

 The standard, like the entire suite of NTCIP protocols, 
allows for extensions

 Proprietary extensions are not desired (interoperability 
problems), but are sometimes necessary

 Extensions might become part of a future version of the 
standard

 The standard supports interoperability for all contained 
features

Requirements to Be Implemented in a Project-Specific 
Implementation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: ELMS and all NTCIP standards allow for inclusion of extensions not resident in the standard.These extensions may not be interoperable.Interoperability is only supported for features contained in the standard.



Agency Use of the ELMS PRL

The ELMS PRL can be used by:

 A user or agency specification writer to indicate which 
requirements are to be implemented in a project-specific 
implementation

 The protocol implementer, as a checklist to reduce the 
risk of failure to conform to NTCIP 1213 

Checklist to Reduce the Risk of Failure to Conform to 
NTCIP 1213 v03  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Describing use of the PRL by agencies and individuals for varied uses.The ELMS PRL can be used by: A user or agency specification writer to indicate which requirements are to be implemented in a project-specific implementation The protocol implementer, as a checklist to reduce the risk of failure to conform to NTCIP 1213 Discuss uses of the PRL by agencies for defining a specification and as a checklist to enhance the likelihood of conformance to the standard



Supplier and User Use of the ELMS PRL

The ELMS PRL can also be used by:

 The supplier and user, as a detailed indication of the 
capabilities of the implementation 

 The user, as a basis for initially checking potential 
interoperability with another implementation

Checklist to Reduce the Risk of Failure to Conform to 
NTCIP 1213 v03  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Describing use of the PRL by agencies and individuals for varied uses.State that users and suppliers can both check the capabilities of an ELMS implementation through use of the PRL.It can also be used to check interoperability with another ELMS installation as well as with the Smart Grid and V2I implementations.
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a) ELMS User Needs do not describe what features the 
device needs to support and why

b) ELMS Functional Requirements are not specifications

c) Within the ELMS PRL, the relationships between User 
Needs and Functional Requirements are not standardized

d) The ELMS PRL promotes Interoperability

Which of the following is a true statement?

Answer Choices

Question

84



a) User Needs do not describe what features the device 
needs to support and why

Incorrect. User Needs do describe supported features.

b) Functional Requirements are not specifications

Incorrect. Functional Requirements do not support 
specifications.

c) Within the PRL, the relationships between User Needs and 
Functional Requirements are not standardized

Incorrect. Relationships between User Needs and 
Functional Requirements are standardized.

d) The PRL promotes Interoperability

Correct. The PRL does support Interoperability.

Review of Answers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
User Needs do not describe what features the device needs to support and why.            Choice A is an incorrect answer. ELMS User Needs do describe what features the device needs to support and why.b)	Functional Requirements are not specifications.	Choice B is an incorrect answer. ELMS Functional Requirements are not specifications.c)	Choice C is an incorrect answer. Within the ELMS PRL, the relationships between User Needs and Functional Requirements are standardized.d)	Choice D is a True statement. The ELMS PRL does promote interoperability.



Selecting User Needs through the PRL 

Using the ELMS User Need ID number 2.5.2.2.2, the 
corresponding text allows determination if the User Need 
“Control Electrical Service” is desired in your system.

Capabilities of the Implementation
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Presentation Notes
Key Message: Addressing User Needs through the PRLThe next three slides describe the process used to select user needs so that the desired operations are supportedRead “2.5.2.2.2 Control Electrical Service”A management station may need to control an electrical service directly or by enabling/disabling thestagger mode for branch circuits served by the electrical service. A management station may need tocontrol the electrical service to allow or disallow the schedule control by one of three states:a) Continuous control—not allowing the schedule to control current settings for electrical serviceb) Transitory control—not allowing the schedule to control the electrical service until the next event inthe schedulec) Timed control—not allowing the schedule to control the electrical service until after a period of timespecified in the timed control dialog for the electrical serviceNote that User Need 2.5.2.2.2  has a Conformance classification of Optional; thus, the requirements of the particular project will impact a Yes or No in column 6



Selecting User Needs through the PRL 

ELMS User Need 2.5.2.2.2 “Control Electrical Service” is 
defined in the ELMS standard as:

Control Electrical Service 
A management station may need to control an electrical service directly or 
by enabling/disabling the staggered operation for branch circuits served by 
the electrical service. A management station may need to control the 
electrical service to allow or disallow the schedule control by one of four 
states: 

Capabilities of the Implementation
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1. Continuous control

2. Transitory control

3. Timed control

4. Adaptive control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Addressing User Needs through the PRLState: “Before we decide whether we need this requirement, let’s look at the textual definition of User Need 2.5.2.2.2 Continuous control: not allowing the schedule to control current settings for electrical serviceTransitory control: not allowing the schedule to control the electrical service until the next event in the scheduleTimed control: not allowing the schedule to control the electrical service until after a period of time specified in the timed control dialog for the electrical service Adaptive control: allowing the schedule to control the electrical service in conjunction with connected vehicle sensor and status information



ELMS PRL and Conformance

Conformance Mandatory vs. Optional 
 Examine the “Conformance” column
 Conformance – Identifies if the user need (or requirement) 

is mandatory or optional

Capabilities of the Implementation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Relationship of User Need to Functional RequirementDiscuss the relationship of User Need 2.5.2.2.2 and Functional Requirement 3. 5.5.2.1Discuss Conformance as being defined as Optional Look at the "Conformance" heading of the example Conformance – Identifies if the user need (or requirement) is mandatory or optional Note: If User Need 2.5.2.2.2 “Control Electrical service” is required, FR 3.4.2.2.1 is mandatory, while subsequent FRs are optional 



ELMS PRL and Conformance

Conformance Mandatory vs. Optional 
 Conformance – Identifies if the user need (or requirement) 

is mandatory or optional
 Thus, if User Need 2.5.2.2.2 “Control Electrical Service” is 

required, 3.5.5.2.1 is mandatory, others are optional

Capabilities of the Implementation

89
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Relationship of UN to FRDiscuss the relationship of User Need 2.5.2.2.2  and Functional Requirement 3.5.5.2.1Discuss Conformance being defined as Optional Look at the "Conformance" heading of the example Conformance – Identifies if the user need (or requirement) is mandatory or optional Note: If User Need 2.5.2.2.2 is required, 3.5.5.2.2 remains an optional requirement  Some user needs are basic needs related to an ELMS  For example, Retrieve ELMS Attributes and Configure ELMS Manager These user needs are considered mandatory Many are optional Result: There is a basic set of user needs that are essential for a device to be an ELMS 
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a) Options for Conformance are Mandatory or Optional

b) Options for Project Requirements are Yes or No

c) Optional User Needs are dependent on Project 
Requirements

d) Optional Functional Requirements are not dependent on 
Project Requirements

Which of the following descriptions of the PRL 
is a false statement?

Answer Choices

Question
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a) Options for Conformance are Mandatory or Optional
True statement. The only valid entries for Conformance 
are Mandatory and Optional.

b) Options for Project Requirements are Yes or No
True statement. The only valid entries for Project 
Requirements are Yes and No.

c) Optional User Needs are dependent on Project 
Requirements
True statement. Selection of Project Requirements drives 
the inclusion/exclusion of optional User Needs.

d) Optional Functional Requirements are not dependent on 
Project Requirements
False. Selection of Project Requirements drives the 
inclusion/exclusion of optional FRs.

Review of Answers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Options for Conformance are Mandatory or Optional	Choice A is true. The only valid entries for Conformance are Mandatory and Optional.b)         Options for Project Requirements are Yes or No	Choice B is true. The only valid entries for Project Requirements are Yes and No.c)         Optional User Needs are dependent on Project Requirements	Choice C is true. Selection of Project Requirements drives the inclusion/exclusion of optional UNs.d)         Optional Functional Requirements are not dependent on Project Requirements	Choice D is the correct answer, as it is a false statement. Selection of Project Requirements drives the inclusion/exclusion of optional FRs.



ELMS User Needs Hierarchical Relationship

 User Need 2.5.1.2 is Optional. Thus, if the project 
definition requires this user need, then

 Dependent Requirements are Mandatory

Capabilities of the Implementation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  Relationship between higher level and lower level user needs.Discuss that if a User Need such as 2.4.1.2 has a Project Requirement defined as Yes, then the dependent Functional Requirements (listed below in the figure) become MandatoryNotice that 2.4.1.2 above is Optional. Thus, if the project definition requires this user need, the functional requirements of 3.3.2.1, Retrieve Configuration of Logging Service; 3.3.2.2, Configure logging Service; and 3.3.2.4, Clear Log are termed “Mandatory” and are required Relationship exists between higher level (parent) user need and lower level user need Example shows that User Need "Retrieve Configuration of Logging Service" is a mandatory User Need, if the higher layer user need (which is optional) has been selected



ELMS PRL User Needs: 
Project Requirements Relationship

Agency/Specifier to circle Yes or No to indicate the 
agency's user needs for the proposed implementation

Capabilities of the Implementation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  Selecting the Project RequirementTo select the Project Requirements, circle “Yes” or “No” in the appropriate cell in the table.In this example, for Functional Requirement 3.5.4.23 “Configure ELMS Device for Adaptive Operation,” select “Yes” or “No” in the Project Requirement columnSimilarly, for Functional Requirement 3.5.4.23.1 “Configure Connected Vehicle Speed Setpoint,”  select “Yes” or “No” in the Project Requirement column



Importance of the ELMS PRL’s User Needs and Functional 
Requirements Relationship

 User Needs describe required features

 Functional Requirements refine the user needs into 
detailed specifications

 Within the PRL, the relationships between User Needs 
and Functional Requirements are standardized

 Use of the PRL’s User Needs and dependent 
Functional Requirements promotes interoperability

Capabilities of the Implementation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Within the PRL, the standardized relationships between User Needs and Functional Requirements promotes interoperabilitySummarizing User Needs describe what features are required  Functional Requirements refine the user needs into detailed specifications Within the PRL, the relationships between User Needs and Functional Requirements are standardized Promotes Interoperability



ELMS PRL’s User Needs/Functional Requirements 
Relationship in Detail

 Functional Requirement Identifier (FR ID) –
Section Number of the Functional Requirement

 Functional Requirement (FR) –
Title (description of the functional requirement)

Capabilities of the Implementation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Key Message: Examining the FR ID, and the FR itselfThe Functional Requirement ID is a numerical reference to each FR and is located in column 3. The Functional Requirement Description is a textual reference to each FR.Additional Project Requirements column also deals with performance requirements specific to a unique requirement.



ELMS PRL’s User Needs/Functional Requirements 
Relationship in Detail

 Requirements associated with a User Need are found under 
that User Need

 Each user need will have at least one requirement 
associated with it

 Each requirement in the standard is associated with at least 
one user need

 Result: The standard has no unnecessary requirement, and 
all user needs are satisfied by at least one requirement

Capabilities of the Implementation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: The Details of the User Need and Functional Requirements Relationship.Summarizing, Requirements related to a User Need are grouped under that User Need. Each user need has at least requirement. Each Requirement is related to at least one User Need.Thus, no unnecessary requirements are included and every need is satisfied.



ELMS PRL’s User Needs/Functional Requirements 
Relationship in Detail

Mandatory vs. Optional 

 A “mandatory” requirement is only mandatory if an 
associated user need is selected

 If an optional User Need is not selected, its associated 
requirements are not necessary, unless they are required 
by another user need selection

 Example: “3.5.4.4.4 – Configure Devices in Zone for Light 
Activated Operation”

Capabilities of the Implementation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Review Mandatory  vs. Optional User needs A "mandatory" requirement is only mandatory if an associated user need is selected If an optional User Need is not selected, its associated requirements are not necessary, unless they are required by another user need selection Example: "3.5.4.4.4. – Configure Devices in Zone for Light Activated Operation"



ELMS PRL’s User Needs/Functional Requirements 
Relationship in Detail

Additional Project Requirements Column
Used to provide further details about the implementation

99

99

Capabilities of the Implementation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: The additional project details are already provided in this column for those requirements that require that type of consideration. The additional information is only to subrange the values. If anything else is added, then we are extending the standard and interoperability takes a hit. It is recommended that the intent of the additional Project Requirements Column be explained as above
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a) User Needs describe what features the device needs to 
support

b) Functional Requirements refine the user needs into 
specifications

c) Relationships between User Needs and Functional 
Requirements are standardized

d) The ELMS PRL does not promote interoperability

Which of the following is a false statement?

Answer Choices

Question
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  Requirements associated with a User Need are found under that User NeedEach user need will have at least one requirement associated with itEach requirement in the standard is associated with at least one user needResult: The standard has no unnecessary requirement, and all user needs are satisfied by at least one requirement



a) User Needs describe what features the device needs to 
support
True statement. User Needs describe what features are 
required.

b) Functional Requirements refine the user needs into 
specifications
True statement. Functional Requirements do refine user 
needs into detailed, measurable specifications.

c) Relationships between User Needs and Functional 
Requirements are standardized
True statement. The PRL defines standardized 
relationships.

d) The PRL does not promote interoperability           
False. The PRL does promote interoperability.

Review of Answers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
User Needs describe what features the device needs to support	True. User Needs describe what features are required.b)	Functional Requirements refine the user needs into specifications            True. Functional Requirements do refine user needs into detailed, measurable specifications.c)         Relationships between User Needs and Functional Requirements are standardized	True. The PRL defines standardized relationships.d)	The PRL does not promote interoperability     	False. The PRL does promote interoperability



Using the ELMS PRL to Check Interoperability

Use of the ELMS PRL supports interoperability of 
selected attributes with:

 The ITS Management Center
 Other ELMS systems, on site or remote 
 Smart Grid systems for automated demand management
 Connected vehicle and connected pedestrians for true 

adaptive roadway lighting
 Electric vehicle charging stations

Ensure Interoperability with Another Implementation: Existing ELMS 
System, Smart Grid, EV Charging, and Connected Vehicle Systems
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read: Off-the-shelf interoperability is achieved due to the successful completion of several activities. A standard that supports deployment of interoperable systems is only one of those items.	Key Message: In what application areas can interoperability be checked?Interoperability can be checked with: The ITS Management Center Other ELMS systems both local and remote The electrical utility distribution network (Smart Grid) as defined by the U.S. Department of Energy/NIST Smart Grid Interoperability Panel Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) communications systems both for police/fire, EMS applications, as well as for generic vehicles on the system



What Does Use of the PRL Achieve?

 Each Requirement has a need
 No Needs are unmet
 Extraneous requirements are avoided.

Benefits of PRL
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read: Off-the-shelf interoperability is achieved due to the successful completion of several activities. A standard that supports deployment of interoperable systems is only one of those items.	Key Message: In what application areas can interoperability be checked?Interoperability can be checked with  The ITS Management Center Other ELMS systems both local and remote The electrical utility distribution network (Smart Grid) as defined by the U.S. Department of Energy/NIST Smart Grid Interoperability Panel Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) communications systems both for police/fire, EMS applications, as well as for generic vehicles on the system
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Understand the structure of the NTCIP 1213 v03 
Standard for Electrical and Lighting Management 

Systems (ELMS)

Identify specific ELMS user needs

Use the Protocol Requirements List (PRL) to select the 
user needs and trace them to requirements

Explain how to use the ELMS PRL table for the ELMS 
specification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review the previous learning objectives briefly and introduce the next objective



How to use the PRL table for 
the ELMS Specification
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Integrating the ELMS PRL into an ELMS Specification

From an agency's perspective:

 A completed PRL must become part of the overall 
specification

 A completed PRL indicates the requirements for the 
communications interface

 Agency provides language in the specification that all 
selected requirements must be implemented as per the 
standard in order to support off-the-shelf interoperability

User Needs-Requirements Link
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Agency use of the PRLFrom an agency's perspective A completed PRL must become part of the overall specification A completed PRL indicates the requirements for the communications interface, and, by extension, the user needs (and functional requirements) that the ELMS must support If the agency desires to utilize commercial off-the-shelf devices, then the agency should compare its list of selected needs and requirements with commercially available equipment to ensure that it is not specifying something that does not exist.



Integrating the ELMS PRL into an ELMS Specification

From a vendor's perspective:
 Even if a user need and resulting requirement(s) is not 

mandatory, a vendor may optionally fulfill the user need and 
provide the feature

 Vendors can provide a PRL for their standard products to 
show what user needs they support

User Needs-Requirements Link
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: How vendors can use the ELMS PRLFrom an vendor’s perspective Even if a user need and resulting requirement(s) is not mandatory, a vendor may optionally fulfill the user need and provide the feature Vendors can provide a PRL for their standard products to show what user needs they support Vendors can offer Optional Features as included features in their product offering – astronomical clock is one such feature Vendors can provide a completed PRL to demonstrate the features their products do support



Integrating the ELMS PRL into an ELMS Specification

ELMS Contract 
Documents:

A completed ELMS PRL is 
part of the overall project 
specification, in addition to 
the hardware and software 
specifications

User Needs-Requirements Link
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: The PRL and the resulting specification includes a comprehensive communications interface specification. This includes specification of ELMS functional requirements, performance requirements, and protocol requirements. The ELMS communications specification when combined with the software and hardware specifications becomes the product specification. This product specification then becomes part of the contract documents. The completed PRL must be consistent with the hardware specification. The completed PRL shows the intent.  Interested vendors can view the PRL and understand the intent of the requirements.



Integrating the ELMS PRL into an ELMS Specification –
Conformance vs. Compliance

 Conformance: 
 Meets a specified standard 

 Compliance 
 Meets a specification (e.g., for a specific project)

110

User Needs-Requirements Link
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: How to further integrate the PRL into the project specification, conformance, additional features, and compliance to the specification. Conformance:  Meets a specified standard To claim "conformance" to ELMS NTCIP 1213, the vendor shall at a minimum satisfy the mandatory requirements without violating any rules Vendors that provide additional features beyond the completed PRL are still conformant Vendors that replace conformant features with proprietary features are not conformant Compliance  Meets a specification (e.g., for a specific project)Introduce Conformance:Must meet the standard by satisfying mandatory requirements
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a) Vendors can provide an ELMS PRL for their standard 
products to show what user needs they support 

b) A completed ELMS PRL must become part of the overall 
specification 

c) A completed ELMS PRL indicates the requirements for the 
communications interface

d) A completed ELMS PRL describes the entire project 
specification

Which of the following is a false statement?

Answer Choices

Question
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a) Vendors can provide an ELMS PRL for their standard products to 
show what user needs they support.

True statement. Products can be evaluated for standardization.

b) A completed ELMS PRL must become part of the overall 
specification

True statement. Project specifications includes communications, 
hardware, and software specifications.

c) A completed ELMS PRL indicates the requirements for the 
communications interface

True statement. The PRL defines the communications interface.

d) A completed ELMS PRL describes the entire project specification

False. It only describes the communications interface.

Review of Answers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vendors can provide an ELMS PRL for their standard products to show what user needs they support	True. Products can be evaluated for standardization through use of a vendor supplied PRL.b)	A completed ELMS PRL must become part of the overall specification            True. The complete project specification also includes hardware and software specifications.c)	A completed ELMS PRL indicates the requirements for the communications interface	True. The PRL defines the communications interface.d)	A completed ELMS PRL describes the entire project specification	False. It only describes the communications interface.



Understand the structure of the NTCIP 1213 v03 
Standard for Electrical and Lighting Management 

Systems (ELMS)

Identify specific ELMS user needs

Use the Protocol Requirements List (PRL) to select the 
user needs and trace them to requirements

Explain how to use the ELMS PRL table for the ELMS 
specification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we have learned:NTCIP 1213 defines the concept of operations for Electrical and Lighting Management SystemsNTCIP 1213 follows the SEP approach A Protocol Requirements List is used to link user needs to functional requirements The PRL table of the ELMS standard fits into an ELMS project specification



We Have Now Completed A306a in the 
ELMS Curriculum

Module A306a: Understanding User Needs for Electrical 
and Lighting Management Systems Based on NTCIP 
1213 ELMS Standard v03

Module A306b: Specifying Requirements for Electrical 
and Lighting Management Systems Based on NTCIP 
1213 ELMS Standard v03

Module T306: Applying Your Test Plan to the Electrical 
and Lighting Management Systems based on NTCIP 
1213 ELMS Standard v03
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Next Course Module

116

Concepts taught in next module (Learning Objectives):

1) Review the structure of the NTCIP 1213 v03 Standard

2) Use the PRL and then the RTM to specify the standardized structure 
of requirements

3) Include the requirements from the PRL and RTM in the ELMS 
Communications Interface specification

4) Explain conditions and context for extending the standard

Module A306b: Specifying Requirements for Electrical 
and Lighting Management Systems (ELMS) Based on 
NTCIP 1213 Standard
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Feedback
Please use the Feedback link below to 
provide us with your thoughts and 
comments about the value of the training.

Thank you!

Thank you for completing this module.
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